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Abstract

Inventory control is a crucial activity for many companies. Given the recent advances in information technology, there have never been greater opportunities for coordinated inventory control across supply chain facilities. But how do we design efficient control methods and policies that take advantage of the detailed information that is now becoming available? This doctoral thesis investigates these issues within the field of inventory control theory. The objective of the research is:

*To develop mathematical models and policies for efficient control and increased understanding of stochastic multi-echelon inventory systems, with a focus on allocation decisions and the use of real-time information.*

This thesis is based on five scientific papers which are preceded by a summarizing introduction. The papers address different types of inventory distribution systems, all consisting of a central stocking facility that supplies an arbitrary number of local stocking facilities (referred to as retailers). The retailers face stochastic end customer demand. The systems are characterized by the presence of real-time inventory information, including continuously updated information on the current inventory levels at different facilities and on the locations of outstanding orders.

In Paper I and Paper II we derive and evaluate different decision rules for stock allocation (known as allocation policies) for a central warehouse which applies a time based shipment consolidation strategy. The allocation policy determines how the central warehouse should distribute its stock among different retailers in case of shortages. New allocation policies that utilize real-time information are compared to the commonly used First Come - First Served policy which requires less information.

In Paper III we shift focus to the delivery policy at a central warehouse which supplies multiple retailers that order in batches. When the central warehouse cannot satisfy an entire retailer order immediately, the delivery policy determines if the order should be shipped in several parts or in its entirety when all items are available. We investigate the value of using a new delivery policy that uses real-time information on when replenishments will arrive at the central warehouse. The information is used to determine the best course of action for
each order placed by the retailers. We also study how to allocate safety stocks to all facilities in the system given this new policy.

In Paper IV and Paper V we consider a system where retailers may receive emergency shipments from a support warehouse in combination with regular replenishments from a central warehouse/outside supplier. We investigate how safety stocks should be allocated between the retailers and the support warehouse. Furthermore, we evaluate the benefits of tracking orders in real time and using this information in the decision whether or not to request an emergency shipment.
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2. Introduction

The past decades have witnessed unprecedented advances in information technology, fundamentally transforming the environment in which businesses operate. The costs for obtaining detailed information on supply chain operations have decreased, and the technological barriers that once prevented the sharing of information across supply chain facilities are steadily dissipating. Therefore, there have never been greater opportunities for efficient control of inventory distribution systems.

The control of inventories is crucial to many companies because profitability is often linked to providing high availability of physical products. One of the main purposes with keeping inventory is to ensure this availability by guarding against uncertainties in demand. However, there are also considerable costs associated with keeping materials and products in stock (cost of capital tied up in inventories, costs for storage space, costs for obsolescence and pilferage etc.). Thus, there is a need for decision rules and policies that balance the allocation of stock with the customer’s service requirements. A key question is then how to take advantage of the richer information structures available today when designing these policies. Furthermore, what is the actual value, in terms of cost efficiency and customer satisfaction, of incorporating more detailed information in the decision making? The research that is presented in this thesis investigates these issues within the field of inventory control theory.

This thesis is based on five scientific papers that focus on different two-level distribution systems. The common structure of all inventory systems considered is that they consist of an arbitrary number of retailers (local stock points that are also known as dealers or local warehouses) that face uncertain customer demand. The retailers are replenished by a central stock point. Two different types of central stock points are considered in this work: the first type is a central warehouse that handles all orders placed by the retailers, the second type is an emergency supplier (referred to as a support warehouse) which provides quick deliveries at an extra cost when the retailers require it. The systems considered are characterized by the accessibility to real-time inventory information. In this context this means that the decision maker has access to continuously updated information on current stock levels, and also has access to information on the location of particular orders in the system. Given this availability of detailed inventory information, new methods for allocating safety stocks and new policies for allocating stock from the central stock point to the
retailers are developed. Furthermore, evaluating the performance of these new methods and policies provides insights on the value that real-time information can bring to inventory systems.

The disposition of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 1 provides a list of the scientific papers on which this thesis is based. Chapter 2 has so far given a short introduction to the general problem area considered. This chapter will continue with the research objectives, followed by a discussion about the research methodology used. The chapter concludes with a brief introduction to inventory control theory. Chapter 3 provides extended summaries of the appended papers. Chapter 4 concludes with a discussion on the research contributions and an outlook on possible future research directions.

2.1 Research objectives

The objectives of the research presented in this thesis are summarized as:

*To develop mathematical models and policies for efficient control and increased understanding of stochastic multi-echelon inventory systems, with a focus on allocation decisions and the use of real-time information.*

In this context, the term “efficient control” refers to finding a control method that is optimal (or near optimal) given a certain objective, and given a set of rules for the system. Strictly speaking, in this work the objective is to minimize the costs associated with maintaining an inventory system. The given rules are, for instance, the system structure, information availability, cost structures, service requirements and the stock replenishment policies of the system. The “increased understanding” refers to the insights gained from studying the model’s underlying mathematics and the results obtained by numerically experimenting with different scenarios.

The “allocation decisions” are the decisions regarding where, and in what quantity, to stock a particular item. The decisions also concern when and how to allocate an item to a given stock point. As mentioned in the previous section, “Real-time information” refers to an information structure where the decision maker has access to detailed information on the system’s current state. In this work, this predominantly means continuously updated information on current stock levels and on the arrival times of incoming orders.

The five papers on which this thesis is based adhere to the general objective as follows:

In Paper I and Paper II we derive and evaluate different decision rules for stock allocation (known as allocation policies) for a central warehouse which applies a time based shipment consolidation strategy. The allocation policy
determines how the central warehouse should distribute its stock among multiple retailers in case of shortages. New allocation policies that utilize real-time information are compared to the commonly used First Come - First Served policy which requires less information.

In Paper III we focus on the delivery policy at a central warehouse which supplies multiple retailers that order in batches. When the central warehouse cannot satisfy an entire retailer order immediately, the delivery policy determines if the order should be shipped in several parts or in its entirety when all items that are needed are available. We investigate the value of using a new delivery policy that uses real-time information on when replenishment will occur at the central warehouse. The information is used to determine the best course of action for each order placed by the retailers. We also study how to allocate safety stocks to all facilities in the system given this new policy.

In Paper IV and Paper V we consider a system where retailers receive emergency shipments, when needed, from a support warehouse. We investigate how safety stocks should be allocated between the retailers and the support warehouse. Furthermore, we evaluate the benefits of tracking orders in real time and using this information in the decision whether or not to request an emergency shipment.

2.2 Research methodology

Inventory control is a subdiscipline of the broader field of operations research and the management sciences. This broader field is characterized by the use of mathematical models to solve complex operational and managerial problems that stem from real life. The solutions are often obtained by using methods from many different areas. For inventory control models, this usually includes areas such as probability theory, queuing theory, control theory, statistical inference, mathematical optimization, computer science and programming, as well as logistics, economics and business administration.

It should be noted that the research objective is “To develop mathematical models...”. Thus, the choice of research method is determined by the objective. However, under a more general objective, for instance, to determine how real-time information can be used to improve supply chain operations, there would be a multitude of feasible alternative methods. For example, one could carry out a case study: using surveys or conducting interviews to determine suitable strategies. The main strength of mathematical modeling is that this method can provide a high degree of generality and objectivity regarding the results obtained. Moreover, there are obviously situations regarding data analysis and parameter determination where using any other method would not be feasible. However, a
weakness of mathematical modeling is that the models can be sensitive to particular assumptions made. Therefore they may not provide a relevant depiction of reality. Discussions on the relevance of the models considered in this thesis are provided in the individual papers.

Generally speaking, building a mathematical model is an iterative process that usually contains three separate steps (e.g., Hillier and Lieberman, 2010, and Axsäter and Marklund, 2010).

The first step is the formulation of a model. That is, one seeks to find a set of rules that adequately describes the problem studied. The motivation for studying the problem may be general in nature, stemming from broad observations of a common problem. The motivation can also be more direct and come from a problem observed in a specific organization. In this work, Paper I, Paper II and Paper III fit the former description, where rather general problems that occur in many different types of inventory systems are studied. Conversely, Paper IV and Paper V fit the latter description, where the models considered stem from the specific needs of a large spare parts service provider. Obviously, although these models are grounded on the conditions at this service provider, the aim is to provide results and insights that are relevant for other types of systems as well.

When formulating a mathematical model, one cannot hope for the model to capture all real life features in their entirety. On the contrary, one of the main challenges is to find the right level of detail. A model that is too complex makes it impossible to extract any useful results, while an over-simplified model does not tell us anything about the real problem studied.

The second step concerns the analysis of the model formulated. That is, a method for evaluating the model’s behavior is derived. In this work, this means developing analytical methods for obtaining performance measures and optimizing the inventory system studied. As is common when studying complex systems, the analysis usually incorporates some approximations. Discrete-event simulation is in these cases used to validate the approximations, and to obtain any performance measures that cannot be obtained analytically. Simulation is used to a varying extent in Paper I, Paper II, Paper IV and Paper V. However, it is important to point out that simulation is merely used as a tool for evaluation of the analytical models. The aim is to develop analytical – not simulation based – methods for inventory control.

In the third step one validates that the model gives an accurate description of the real system studied. Depending on the results found, one might have to return to previous steps and review the assumptions made. The number of iterations needed, before a final model is obtained, usually depends on the complexity of the problem studied.
The use of the final model depends on the initial purpose of analyzing the real problem. In inventory theory, a model is often designed to be a concrete tool for finding solutions to problems associated with operating and controlling the system. For instance, a model may be used to determine how many units to keep in stock at a specific location. Ideally a mathematical model will also provide managerial insights and promote a general understanding of the behavior of the system considered. As is the case in this thesis, many insights are also gained from numerical experimentation. That is, by studying how the model reacts to changes in input data and drawing conclusions thereof.

2.3 Inventory control theory

In this section some key concepts within inventory control are presented. The purpose is to show how this current work relates to previous work within the field on a general level. More detailed discussions about previous work and how the individual papers are positioned in the literature are provided in each of the appended papers. The unfamiliar reader who wishes to learn more about inventory control can also turn to, for example, Silver et. al. (1998), Zipkin (2000) and Axsäter (2006).

2.3.1 Single-echelon systems

The most basic feature of any inventory system is its structure (also known as topology). The structure tells us the number of stock points that are included in the system, and how these stock points are connected to each other. The simplest structure is the single-echelon system, depicted in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The single-echelon system](image)

In this system, a single stock point faces demand that depletes the inventory on hand, while replenishments arrive from a supplier. The supplier is outside the scope of the system and delivers according to a lead time that is either constant or stochastic. The stock point can hold a single type of item, or many different items. Although a real system most likely holds many different kinds of items, it is often the case that these can be controlled separately, implying that a single-item model often is sufficient.

An important feature is the demand process. This thesis is focused on systems with stochastic demand. For these types of systems, a common and often
reasonable assumption is that demand follows a Poisson process, a compound Poisson process, or a more general renewal process. The use of the normal distribution as an approximation of discrete demand is also widespread.

The assumptions regarding the cost structure is another key issue. Typically one assumes an inventory holding cost for items physically in stock, to be balanced with a service constraint or a penalty cost for providing poor service. The form of the latter two is related to what happens when a stock-out occurs: In some systems demand is backordered, in other it is lost. A fixed cost for placing an order independent of its size and a variable volume dependent cost are also common in many inventory systems.

Information availability is a central theme in this work. Typically, systems are categorized based on how often the status of the system is inspected. When the status is monitored continuously the system is referred to as a continuous review system, otherwise it is known as a periodic review system. Furthermore, one needs to define exactly what information is available when the system is inspected. It is common that the information is limited to knowing the inventory position (stock on-hand + outstanding orders – backorders) at the stock point considered. However, following the advances in information technology in practice, systems with extended information structures (like the ones considered in this work) are becoming more common.

Given the characteristics that define the system, the objective is to find the optimal control policy. That is, to determine when to place replenishment orders, and the sizes that these orders should be. For the single-echelon system it has been shown that the (s,S) policy is optimal under very general conditions, see Iglehart (1963), Veinott (1966), Porteus (1971) and Zheng (1991). This control policy implies that an order to bring the inventory position to S is placed when the inventory position is observed to reach or drop below s units. For an efficient method for determining the optimal values of s and S, see Zheng and Federgruen (1991).

The papers mentioned above assume that there is only one type of customer in the system. That is, that all customer demands have equal importance. There are also a number of papers that consider multiple customer demand classes (see, e.g., Kleijn and Dekker, 1998, Arslan et al., 2007, Teunter and Haneveld, 2008). The demand classes have different importance and this is translated into different backorder costs or service requirements. As a result, the challenge is not only to determine the best ordering policy, but also how to ration stock among the different demand classes. A common approach is to assume a so-called critical-level policy, where only demands with higher importance are satisfied when the inventory reaches a certain critical level.
For many systems it might be very difficult to derive the optimal control policy, especially if the structure is more complicated than in the single-echelon system. Furthermore, the form of the optimal policy can sometimes be very complex, making it impractical for implementation in practice. It is therefore common to assume a relatively simple control policy, and focus on optimizing the parameters of that given policy. A widely used control policy, both in theory and in practice, is the \((R,Q)\) policy. It is similar to the \((s,S)\) policy, except that it involves fixed order quantities. To be precise, a batch of \(Q\) units is ordered when the inventory position reaches or drops below the reorder point \(R\). Another well-known policy is the base-stock policy. It implies that an order is placed to raise the inventory position up to the base-stock level \(S\) each time the inventory status is reviewed (it is also known as an order-up-to-\(S\) policy). Hence, one will always order an amount equivalent to the demand taken place from the time of the last review. The policy is a special case of the \((s,S)\) policy, with \(s = S-1\), and in a continuous review system it means that items are ordered concurrently as demand occurs.

For a more comprehensive overview of models concerning single-echelon systems, see for example Lee and Nahmias (1993). The classic work by Hadley and Whitin (1963) also provides a good background to the ideas and models discussed in this section.

2.3.2 Multi-echelon systems

Multi-echelon systems feature multiple stock points that are connected to each other through the replenishment structure. Therefore, they are generally more difficult to analyze than single-echelon systems. The simplest type of multi-echelon structure is the serial system, where each stock point only has one single immediate predecessor and one single immediate successor. Figure 2 shows an example of a three-echelon serial system.

![Figure 2. A serial system](image)

There exist some optimality results for serial systems. In the case of ordering costs only at the most upstream facility, it optimal to use an \((s,S)\) policy at this facility and \((S-1,S)\) policies at remaining downstream facilities (Clark and Scarf, 1960, Federgruen and Zipkin, 1984). Under the assumption that items flow in fixed batches Chen (2000) shows that \((R,nQ)\) policies are optimal. Chen (1999), Muharremoglu and Tsitsiklis (2008) provide overviews and further results on serial systems.
The assembly system (exemplified in Figure 3) is common in many production processes, where different components are put together to form a final product. Its main characteristic is that each stock point only has one immediate successor.

Rosling (1989) shows that, under certain (rather weak) conditions, assembly systems can be decomposed into a number of serial systems. Hence, many of the results for serial systems carry over to the assembly system, including the optimality results by Clark and Scarf (1960) and Federgruen and Zipkin (1984).

The divergent multi-echelon distribution system is another common structure. It is also the focal point of Paper I, Paper II and Paper III. The system’s distinguishing feature is that each stock point only has one immediate predecessor, but may have multiple immediate successors. This makes it more general than the serial system. An example of a two-echelon distribution system with one central warehouse and three retailers is depicted in Figure 4.

A question that arises in these types of systems, which is also the topic of Paper I and Paper II, is what kind of allocation policies to use at the upper echelons. That is, how should the central warehouse distribute its stock among the downstream facilities? For example, if the central warehouse does not have sufficient stock on hand, in what sequence should orders from the retailers be satisfied? In the literature on periodic review systems it is common to use so-called myopic allocation policies (first presented by Clark and Scarf, 1960). These policies
essentially imply that an optimization problem is solved each time items are dispatched from the central warehouse. In continuous review systems, much of the analysis is based on the simple First Come - First Served (FCFS) policy (e.g., Axsäter, 2003, 2007). This policy implies that orders are satisfied in the sequence that they occur (the policy is also present in the periodic review literature, e.g., Axsäter 1993, Graves, 1996, Shang and Zhou, 2011). The popularity and simplicity of the FCFS policy makes it interesting to evaluate how well it works in terms of cost performance. Thus, in Paper I the performance of the FCFS policy is evaluated by comparing it to policies that utilize a richer information structure. This is done by applying different myopic allocation policies in a two-echelon system with real-time information and a shipment consolidation policy at the central warehouse. The shipment consolidation policy is time based, meaning that shipments leave the central warehouse to visit all retailers according to a predefined time interval. In Paper II the consolidation policy allows for several retailer groups with different shipment time intervals. Thus, Paper II considers a more general system than Paper I. In Paper II two additional allocation policies are derived. These new policies are based on a different method of analysis and results show that they outperform the FCFS policy, as well as the policies in Paper I.

The issues of allocation, combined with the dependencies between the different stock points, imply that analysis of the divergent distribution system is complex. Therefore, there are currently no optimality results for the general N-echelon system. However, there are some results for special cases of the two-echelon system. For example, under the assumption of (R,Q) policies at all lower echelons, Axsäter and Marklund (2008) derive an ordering policy at the central warehouse that is optimal in the class of position based policies. This class includes all known continuous review policies for which exact evaluation methods are available to date. There is also a large body of literature for optimizing the parameters of various given replenishment and allocation policies. For more information on this literature see, for example, Axsäter (2003), Axsäter and Marklund (2008), Chu and Shen (2010) and references therein.

There is one issue that is often overlooked in the literature on exact evaluation of divergent two-echelon systems under continuous review. That is the issue of what delivery policy to use at the central warehouse. Assume that a retailer places an order and that the central warehouse can only satisfy part of this order immediately. In the previous literature it is predominantly assumed that the part available is delivered instantly, and the rest is delivered at a later time. However, it might be more cost efficient to wait for replenishment and deliver the entire order at the same time. Paper III investigates these issues by comparing different types of delivery policies. One of the main contributions of this paper is
the exact analysis of a delivery policy that makes an optimal delivery decision between partial or complete delivery for each order placed by the retailers.

2.3.3 Multi-supplier systems
All of the models mentioned so far assume that there is only one supplier to choose from when placing a replenishment orders. However, in practice multi-supplier sourcing is quite common. This is also reflected in the literature, where models with multiple modes of supply are analyzed frequently. However, the complexities of these models generally rule out the possibility of deriving optimal policies.

Figure 5 depicts a single-echelon system where a stock point can choose between two different suppliers. A typical assumption for this kind of system is that one supplier offers cheaper replenishments, but with longer replenishment lead times. Conversely, the other supplier has shorter lead times, but is more expensive to use. A common policy under these circumstances is to utilize the cheaper supplier for regular replenishment and to order from the more expensive supplier in emergency situations, for example, when a stock-out occurs (e.g., Moinzadeh and Schmidt, 1991, Song and Zipkin, 2009, Veeraraghavan and Scheller-Wolf, 2008).

![Figure 5. A single-echelon system with two suppliers](image)

As part of the analysis of a larger multi-echelon system, Paper V provides exact results for a new ordering policy, referred to as an (S,T) policy, in a single-echelon system with two suppliers. The policy uses real-time information on when outstanding orders will reach the considered stock point for determining when to use the emergency supplier.

Another form of multiple sourcing is to use lateral transshipments. Lateral transshipment means that a number of stock points in the same echelon share their inventory in some way. Similarly to the single-echelon system above, this usually implies that an inventory location will request a shipment from another stock point when facing a stock-out situation. There is a large variety of different lateral transshipment models described in the literature, ranging from models with only two stock points (Figure 6) to more general multi-echelon structures (exemplified in Figure 7).

Paterson et al. (2011) provides a recent overview of the lateral transshipment literature. For a review of both single and multi-echelon models
with multiple suppliers, including lateral transshipment models, see Minner et al. (2003).

Figure 6. A single-echelon system with lateral transshipments

Figure 7. A multi-echelon system with lateral transshipments

Paper IV and Paper V both deal with the issues of dual sourcing, focusing on a system with multiple retailers that can choose between a regular supplier and an emergency supplier (Figure 8).

Figure 8. The system considered in Paper IV and Paper V

The retailers face customer demand and place regular replenishment orders to a central warehouse. It is assumed that the central warehouse can always deliver on time and it can hence also be viewed as an outside supplier. In Paper IV emergency orders are placed to a support warehouse when a stock-out occurs. In Paper V emergency orders are placed to the support warehouse or the central
warehouse according to the previously mentioned (S,T) policy which utilizes real-
time information on incoming orders.

The structure studied in Paper IV and Paper V can be viewed as a special
case of a distribution system with lateral transshipments and partial pooling (e.g.,
Kranenburg and van Houtum, 2009). Partial pooling means that only some stock
points can provide transshipments, in our case a single support warehouse that
does not face any direct customer demand. On the one hand, this implies that the
structure considered in Paper IV and Paper V is less general than in some of the
previous models in the literature. On the other hand, the somewhat simpler
structure in our work allows for more general assumptions regarding other
modeling features, for instance, with respect to ordering policies, replenishment
lead times and the use of real-time information.

Another way to view the structure in Paper IV and Paper V is as an
extension to the single-echelon system depicted in Figure 5. That is, we add
multiple stock points and include the second echelon. In some sense, this is a
more intuitive way of viewing our work. This is because our methodology is
based on first analyzing a single stock point, and then extending the analysis to
include additional facilities.

2.4 Summary of modeling features

The systems considered in the appended papers share several specific features. In
accordance with the central themes of this thesis, all systems are stochastic two-
echelon continuous review systems. An additional common features is that all
transportation times within the systems, as well as all lead times to any outside
suppliers, are constant. Furthermore, all papers deal with single-
item systems.

Except for the given similarities, the preceding section shows that the
research presented in this thesis covers a range of different types of systems and
problems. In Table 1 an overview of each paper’s key characteristics is provided.
The purpose with Table 1 is not to provide a complete summary of each paper
(this is provided in Chapter 3), but rather to highlight some key differences
between the different papers and to summarize the scope of the presented work.
### Introduction

Table 1. Overview of key characteristics for appended research papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System features</th>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central warehouse - N retailer</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Warehouse - N retailer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Real-time information:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory positions</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replenishment orders</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demand:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound Poisson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Replenishment policy upper echelon:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S-1,S)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R,Q)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S,T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Replenishment policy lower echelon:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S-1,S)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R,Q)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S,T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main focus:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimize replenishment policies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation / delivery policy</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency shipments</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note that the (S-1,S) policy is a special case of both the (R,Q) policy and the (S,T) policy.*
3. Summary of papers

In this chapter summaries of the five scientific papers are provided. For each paper a general overview of the system structure and features, motivation and research objectives, analysis, results and conclusions is given. Note that detailed model features are presented before the actual motivation for studying the system is discussed. This might seem counterintuitive in light of the mathematical modeling steps discussed in Section 2.2. However, the reason for this structure is simply ease of exposition and clarity regarding the systems studied.

3.1 Paper I – Evaluation of Stock Allocation Policies in a Divergent Inventory System with Shipment Consolidation

In Paper I we consider a system with a central warehouse and a number of retailers (Figure 9).

The retailers face Poisson customer demand and immediately convey the demand to the central warehouse (i.e., the central warehouse has access to real-time information on point-of-sale data). The central warehouse applies a shipment consolidation policy where the retailers are replenished at fixed time intervals. This means that a shipment (e.g., a single truck) is dispatched from the central warehouse every $T$ time units to visit all retailers sequentially. The warehouse itself orders from an outside supplier using an $(R,Q)$ policy. Unmet demand is backordered at all stock locations. The cost structure includes inventory holding.
costs per unit and time unit at all stock points, and backorder costs per unit and time unit at the retailers.

The motivation for studying such a system stems from the recent developments in information technology. New tracking and tracing systems increase the availability of real-time demand and inventory information across entire supply chains. Hence, the system captures a situation where point-of-sale data is immediately transferred upstream in the supply chain, from the retailers to the central warehouse (note that from a modeling perspective this is equivalent to the retailers using (S-1,S) policies). At the same time, higher fuel prices and tighter environmental legislation increase the importance of shipment consolidation strategies. Furthermore, despite the access to real-time information there may still be economies of scale associated with ordering from the external supplier (which, for instance, could be a manufacturing facility). This motivates the use of an (R,Q) policy at the central warehouse.

Given the shipment consolidation policy, it follows that the central warehouse needs to decide how much stock to allocate to each of the retailers when a shipment is dispatched. An allocation policy that is easily implemented in practice and commonly used in the literature is the First Come - First Served (FCFS) policy. It implies that orders from the retailers are satisfied in the sequence that they occur, or equivalently for the considered system, in the sequence that customer demand occurs. However, we know that this policy is not optimal and our objective is to benchmark this simple method of allocation against more advanced methods. We consider two alternative state-dependent myopic allocation policies (the term myopic meaning that the allocation decisions are based on a finite time horizon). The first policy is denoted MAs (Myopic Allocation at the moment of shipment) and implies that the allocation decision is made at the moment a shipment is dispatched from the central warehouse. The second policy, MAd (Myopic Allocation at the moment of delivery), postpones the allocation decision until the arrival at the different retailers.

The paper is an extension to the work by Marklund (2011), which analyses the considered system under the assumption of FCFS. The use of myopic allocation policies dates back to the seminal work by Clark and Scarf (1960). They show that myopic allocation is optimal under the idealized assumption that all retailers can redistribute their stock in each time period (often referred to as the balance assumption). Since then, these types of policies have been used extensively in the literature, although mainly in periodic review systems. For papers that specifically evaluate the FCFS allocation policy we mention Graves (1996) and Axsäter (2007). Similar to this current work, Graves considers a system with fixed shipment intervals. However, key differences compared to the present work is that Graves considers a periodic review system, places certain
restrictions on the shipment intervals and does not allow for batch ordering at the central warehouse. Moreover, the paper compares FCFS to a lower bound, while we consider feasible alternative allocation policies. Axsäter, on the other hand, analyzes the FCFS policy in a continuous review system. However, two distinct differences are that the central warehouse uses a base-stock policy and that shipments to the retailers are dispatched instantly. The latter excludes the possibility of using an allocation policy at the moment of delivery, but the paper presents a number of heuristics that produce similar results to our MAs policy.

When applying our myopic policies, we base the allocation decision on the expected costs over a single delivery cycle (i.e., the time between two successive deliveries to the retailers). The allocation problem is then formulated as a constrained version of the well known newsvendor problem, and solved by an iterative Lagrangian method. The procedure is essentially identical for MAs and MAd. The only difference is that the MAs policy means that we solve the problem once every time a shipment is dispatched from the central warehouse, while MAd implies that we repeat the procedure upon arrival at each individual retailer. Due to the complexities of the state-dependent policies considered, we use simulation to evaluate the expected costs. Moreover, we use the R and S-values for FCFS allocation which can be obtained using the method in Marklund (2011).

The cost performance of MAs and MAd is investigated in a numerical study. The relative decrease in expected total costs compared to FCFS is used to measure the performance. The study features a basic test series of 192 problem scenarios. Based on the results from the study, we also perform additional tests to complement the basic test series. In the study MAs performed only slightly better than FCFS. The average cost decrease for MAs was 1.6%, with a maximum of 4.3% and a minimum of −2.4%. Note that a negative value means that the policy performed worse than FCFS. The MAd policy performed better, rendering an average cost decrease of 5.6%, with a maximum of 19.5% and a minimum of 0.7%. Furthermore, the study indicates that myopic allocation is most fruitful (i.e., FCFS performs worse) in systems with long transportation times between the central warehouse and the retailers, and in systems with small batch sizes at the central warehouse.

Our study shows that there are situations where an allocation policy based on real-time information provides significant cost savings. However, when also taking simplicity and ease of implementation into consideration, we conclude that FCFS remains an attractive policy to use in many cases.
3.2 Paper II – New Allocation Policies for Divergent Inventory Systems with Real-time Information and Shipment Consolidation

In Paper II we consider a more general version of the system in Paper I. The retailers can now be divided into separate groups (e.g., based on geographical location). Each group of retailers has its own shipment interval, where shipments again leave the central warehouse at fixed time intervals (Figure 10). All other system features are identical to those in Paper I.

![Figure 10. The system considered](image)

The purpose is to evaluate two new allocation policies. The first policy, which is simply referred to as the HAs (Heuristic Allocation at the moment of shipment) policy, is an alternative to the MAs policy. Similarly, the second policy, HAd (Heuristic Allocation at the moment of delivery), is an alternative to the MAd policy. The benefit of our new policies is that they provide a performance guarantee compared to the FCFS policy. That is, our policies will never perform worse than FCFS. As illustrated in the numerical studies in Paper I, no such guarantees can be given for the MAs and the MAd policies. Furthermore, our new policies are derived assuming multiple retailer groups. This allows us to investigate how the number of retailer groups affects the performance of FCFS. Multiple retailer groups with different shipment intervals add additional complexity to the allocation decision. This is because a unit will leave the central warehouse at different times depending on which retailer (and thus retailer group) it is allocated to.

The analysis of our new policies is based on further developing a basic allocation idea in Axsäter (2007). The HAs and HAd policies are derived by studying the system under FCFS allocation. Given FCFS, it is possible to calculate exactly the expected cost that a given unit will incur before it leaves the system. The idea behind the new policies is thus to calculate the expected cost...
difference of changing retailer assignment between two given units. If a change results in a lower expected cost, a reassignment is performed, providing a guaranteed decrease in total costs (in the long run). Our new policies are based on performing repeated pairwise reassignments for all relevant units each time a shipment leaves the central warehouse (for HAs), or each time a shipment reaches a retailer (for HAd). As in Paper I, we use the optimal R and S values given FCFS which are obtained from the method in Marklund (2011), and we use simulation to evaluate the expected total costs given the new policies.

We perform two numerical studies that together consist of 1,064 problem scenarios. In the first study, which features scenarios with only a single retailer group, the HAs and HAd policies are compared to the MAs and MAd policies. As in Paper I, the relative decrease in expected total costs compared to FCFS is used to measure the performance of each policy. In the study, HAs performed 0.5 percentage points better than the MAs policy, on average. Similarly, the HAd policy performed 0.4 percentage points better than the MAd policy, on average. Although these differences are small, the slightly better average performance combined with the performance guarantee makes it attractive to use our new policies.

In the second study, which features scenarios with up to three different retailer groups, the HAs and HAd policies are compared to the FCFS policy. For the HAs policy, the expected cost decrease compared to FCFS was, on average, 2.4% (maximum 5.5%). The same value for the HAd policy was 6.7% (maximum 19.4%). Our study also indicates that the HAs policy performs better, and the HAd policy performs worse, when a given number of retailers are divided into smaller groups. Another noteworthy result is that both our new policies tend to perform better when the shipment time intervals are short.

Our studies indicate that the results in Paper I carry over to systems with multiple retailer groups. That is, FCFS performs reasonably well in most cases compared to allocation at the moment of shipment, but performs considerably worse compared to allocation at the moment of delivery.

3.3 Paper III – Partial or Complete Deliveries in Two-echelon Inventory Systems?

In Paper III we consider a central warehouse that supplies a number of retailers (Figure 11). Customer demand follows independent Poisson processes and all stock points use installation stock (R,Q) policies for replenishment. All unmet demand is backordered. Moreover, we consider inventory holding costs per unit and time unit at all stock points, combined with backorder costs per unit and time unit at the retailers.
In previous exact analysis of the system considered, it is generally assumed that the central warehouse uses a partial delivery policy (Axsäter, 2000, Forsberg, 1997, Marklund, 2002). This means that if a shortage occurs, any units available are shipped to the retailers immediately. Hence, a retailer that orders Q units can receive this order in several parts at different times. However, past models do not consider the extra costs that may occur when an order is split (e.g., costs for repeating activities such as order picking, loading, shipping, unloading, receiving, inspection, authorization and invoicing). The environmental consequences of repeated shipments are also ignored. Thus, an obvious alternative to the partial delivery policy is the complete delivery policy, where units are only shipped in complete batches (to the best of our knowledge Andersson, 1999, provides the only exact solution to this problem). However, in some situations the complete delivery policy will be far from optimal. This would, for instance, be the case when the retailers desperately need replenishment and an incomplete order is held up at the central warehouse.

In this work we introduce a handling cost that quantifies the extra cost for partial delivery, that is, the extra cost for splitting a retailer order. Given this new cost parameter it is possible to evaluate and compare the performance of different delivery policies. Furthermore, we derive a new state-dependent delivery policy that makes an optimal decision between partial or complete delivery for each retailer order that occurs. The policy is referred to as the MSD (Mixed State-Dependent) policy and it utilizes real-time information on when replenishments will arrive to the central warehouse. Given the MSD policy, we provide methods for exact cost evaluation and optimization of all reorder points in the system. We also provide exact methods for the pure partial delivery policy and the pure complete delivery policy, thereby providing alternative solution methods to
problems that are solved in Andersson (1999), Axsäter (2000), and Forsberg (1997).

The analysis is based on utilizing the properties of a stochastic variable referred to as the nominal inventory position (denoted by $\Psi_0(\tau)$). Let $L_0$ be the central warehouse replenishment lead time, and let $D_0(0,\tau)$ denote the total amount of demand to the central warehouse in an arbitrary time interval $[0,\tau]$. Furthermore, let $IP_0(0)$ be the central warehouse inventory position at the beginning of the time interval. We then define the nominal inventory position at time $\tau$ ($0 \leq \tau \leq L_0$) as

$$\Psi_0(\tau) = IP_0(0) - D_0(0,\tau).$$

The nominal inventory position is a stepwise decreasing variable that contains information about how much demand the central warehouse can satisfy before time $L_0$. Based on its properties we devise a scheme for separating the analysis into three mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive events. By conditioning on these events we then obtain the probabilities needed to determine all performance measures (e.g., the distributions of all inventory levels). In the analysis we also obtain some analytical results regarding the different delivery policies that we consider. We show that the MSD policy has a performance guarantee compared to both the partial delivery policy and the complete delivery policy. In addition, we derive sufficient conditions for when it is always optimal to choose complete deliveries. This means that we can identify systems where the MSD policy will be identical to the complete delivery policy.

We also conduct a numerical study that consists of 32 problem scenarios. In this study, the expected total costs given the MSD policy are used as the benchmark. The results indicate that the relative cost increase of using the other simpler policies can be significant. Over the 32 scenarios, the average and maximum cost increases for the partial delivery policy were 5.8% and 26.6%, respectively. The corresponding values for the complete delivery policy were 5.9% and 17.9%. Our study also indicates that, given our new MSD policy, it is optimal to allocate more stock to the central warehouse than the previous literature on the subject suggests (see, e.g., Axsäter, 2003).

Thus our results show that it is important to choose the right delivery policy in the considered system. They also show that the value of using our new MSD policy can be significant.
3.4 Paper IV – A Distribution Inventory Model with Transshipments from a Support Warehouse

In paper IV we study a system with two supply options for the lower echelon. The system consists of a number of retailers, and a so-called support warehouse (Figure 12). The retailers face customer demand, while the purpose of the support warehouse is to provide additional demand coverage in case of stock-outs.

More specifically, the retailers place replenishment orders to an outside supplier using (R,Q) policies. If demand occurs at a specific retailer and that retailer is out of stock, a transshipment (also known as an emergency shipment) for the amount needed to fulfill the demand is requested from the support warehouse. Customer demand is assumed to follow compound Poisson processes. However, our analytical model is based on approximating the lead time demands with normal distributions. The support warehouse, facing the demand for transshipments from the retailers, also uses an (R,Q) policy to place orders to the outside supplier.

We assume that the transshipment times are negligible, implying that demand is satisfied instantly when a request for transshipment is made, if the support warehouse has sufficient stock on hand. If, however, the support warehouse is out of stock, the request is backordered at this location and is then fulfilled upon the arrival of a replenishment order from the outside supplier. These backorders at the support warehouse are satisfied according to the First Come - First Served rule.

The cost structure consists of inventory holding costs per unit and time unit at all locations and penalty costs per unit transshipped from the support warehouse. Furthermore, the retailers must fulfill given service constraints. The service measure for each retailer (referred to as the combined fill rate) is the fraction of demand satisfied, either directly from stock on hand at that retailer, or from immediate transshipment from the support warehouse. Hence, target service
levels can be achieved at a specific retailer by either keeping stock at the retailer, or keeping stock at the support warehouse and requesting transshipments, or a combination of both.

The motivation for analyzing this type of inventory system stems from research collaboration with Volvo Parts Corporation, a global after market service provider with headquarters in Sweden. Volvo Parts is responsible for the worldwide distribution of spare parts for vehicles and engines made by the Volvo group (including: Volvo Trucks, Mack, Renault Trucks, Volvo Buses, Volvo Construction Equipment, Volvo Penta and Volvo Aero). It follows that Volvo Parts has an extensive spare parts distribution system consisting of several central warehouses, positioned around the world. These central warehouses serve local markets where the support warehouse system that we consider is used. Given fixed order quantities, the objective of our model is to find the support warehouse and retailer reorder points that minimize system costs under the given service constraints, thus helping Volvo Parts to achieve a better coordination in their inventory systems. The model is designed to be computationally fast enough to handle large scale systems (on some markets there are over 100 retailers).

Exact analysis of the system considered is very complex due to the dependencies between the different inventory locations. Therefore, the evaluation of expected costs for given policy parameters incorporates some approximations. The cost evaluation is based on the observation that transshipments from the support warehouse can be viewed as demand being lost for the retailers, and transferred to the support warehouse. This enables us to decompose a complex multi-echelon problem into more manageable single-echelon lost sales problems. The mentioned approximations apply to the demand distributions used and the service level determination at the support warehouse. Our analysis also assumes that there can be at most one order outstanding with the outside supplier, or equivalently, $Q_j > R_j$ at each retailer $j$.

For finding the best reorder points we provide a heuristic that enumerates over given service levels at the support warehouse. As mentioned previously, the heuristic is computationally very efficient, making our model tractable for large real-life systems.

Because our analysis requires some approximations, we use simulation to validate that our model produces good results, that is, optimal or near-optimal values for the reorder points. In the simulations, customer demand is assumed to follow compound Poisson processes. Results from a numerical study show that our model is accurate as long as the assumption of at most one order outstanding is not violated, or the variance of customer demand is not too high compared to the mean. The former is of less practical importance, since it is rare that a retailer has more than one order outstanding in Volvo Parts’ inventory systems. The latter
is an expected consequence of using the normal distribution as an approximation for compound Poisson demand.

In a second numerical study we focus on the value of having a support warehouse. We compare the costs of the current setup with those resulting from a system where the retailers backorder all demand, instead of requesting transshipments from a support warehouse. Results show that utilizing a support warehouse structure can make sense, even if the costs of transshipments are high compared to the holding costs.

In a third study we compare the costs of using lateral transshipments between all retailers instead of using the support warehouse. Results indicate that applying lateral transshipments can be advantageous as long as the transshipment costs are the same in both systems. However, if transshipments from the support warehouse are cheaper; using a support warehouse can be preferable. Lower transshipment costs in the support warehouse system can be argued because of scale effects and higher efficiency in transshipment operations. Effectively, Volvo Parts has chosen the current support warehouse structure in order to have full control over transshipment operations and to avoid complicating incentive issues which typically arise when different independent firms share inventories.

Finally, we provide a numerical study based on data that was provided by Volvo Parts. We consider 50 representative articles involving 63 retailers on the Spanish market. For these articles, the solutions provided by our model are compared to the solutions currently used at Volvo Parts in a simulation study. Averaging over the 50 articles, our model reduces costs by 29%, while still achieving target service levels. Hence, the study indicates that there is a large potential for cost savings in applying our model to Volvo Parts’ inventory systems.

3.5 Paper V – Using Pipeline Information in a Multi-echelon Spare Parts Inventory System

The research in Paper V is also motivated by the collaboration with Volvo Parts Corporation. Once again we consider the support warehouse structure, but under different assumptions than in Paper IV. The objective is now to develop a policy that is more flexible in regards to the use of emergency shipments (transshipments). We focus on the low demand items in Volvo Parts’ product assortment, where there is an option to requesting emergency shipments from the central warehouse, in addition to using the support warehouse (Figure 13). This option was not considered in Paper IV, which focused solely on the dynamics between the support warehouse and the retailers (which are referred to as local warehouses in the current paper). Therefore, in the current paper the central
warehouse affects the system through the emergency shipments and replenishment lead times that it provides.

![Figure 13. The system considered](image)

It can, however, still be regarded as an external supplier because we maintain the assumption that it can always deliver on time (which is reasonable considering that the service levels at the central warehouse are currently very high in the real system).

Focusing on low demand items we assume that the order quantities are equal to one at all stock points, and that customer demand follows Poisson processes. When demand occurs at a local warehouse j, the warehouse applies a new policy, which uses real-time information on outstanding orders. The policy is referred to as an \((S_j,T_j)\) policy. The decision variable \(S_j\) corresponds to the base-stock level at local warehouse \(j\), while the decision variable \(T_j\) (referred to as the threshold time) determines if an emergency shipment should be requested in case of stock-outs. That is, if a stock-out occurs, items in the replenishment pipeline closer than \(T_j\) time units are reserved, and the demand is backordered. However, in the case of no unreserved items within reach of \(T_j\) time units, an emergency shipment is requested from the support warehouse. The support warehouse, in turn, applies the same policy, based on its own threshold time \(T_0\): (i) if possible, satisfy the request from stock on hand and send an emergency shipment immediately, (ii) backorder the demand in anticipation of an incoming order and send an emergency shipment when the item arrives in stock, or (iii) deny the request for an emergency shipment. In case of (iii), the local warehouse requests an emergency shipment from the central warehouse instead.
In this system we consider customer waiting costs per unit and time unit instead of service constraints. As in Paper IV, we also have inventory holding costs per unit and time unit and emergency shipment costs per unit.

For the type of spare parts considered, Volvo Parts’ general policy is to always ask for an emergency shipment when a stock-out occurs. However, as recognized by the company, this is not necessarily the best strategy in terms of cost efficiency. If there is an outstanding order arriving in the near future, it might be better to wait for this order, instead of requesting an emergency shipment. By optimizing the \((S_j, T_j)\) policy parameters we can determine when it is reasonable to wait for the outstanding order. We can also evaluate the benefits of including real-time information on the location of outstanding orders (referred to as pipeline information) in this way. Furthermore, the optimal \(T_j\)-values also provide insights into suitable system structures for different articles. This is because the situation with all \(T_j\)-values set to zero corresponds to the current policy at Volvo Parts, where emergency shipments are always requested when stock-outs occur. Conversely, if all \(T_j\) values are equal to the replenishments lead times all unmet demand will be backordered, and the support warehouse and central warehouse will never be used for emergency shipments. The model can therefore be used strategically to determine which items should be stocked at the support warehouse, and for which items the central warehouse should supply emergency shipments. This is an important question for Volvo Parts.

In the multi-echelon literature on emergency shipments, it is often recognized that ignoring orders in the replenishment pipeline is suboptimal. Despite this fact, literature that incorporates pipeline information and includes the option of waiting for regular replenishment is scarce (see Paterson et al., 2011 for a general overview of transshipment models). It follows that, to the best of our knowledge, there are no previous multi-echelon models that consider the same policy as the one presented in this paper. However, there are some papers that deal with a related issue, namely, lateral transshipments with non-negligible lead times (Yang et al., 2012 and references therein).

Our analysis is based on first studying a single local warehouse in isolation. This single-echelon system is modeled as a queuing network, and by exploring the similarities to a dual supplier model (analyzed in Song and Zipkin, 2009), we provide an exact method for cost evaluation and optimization of the policy parameters \(S_j\) and \(T_j\). We then utilize these results to derive a heuristic for setting base-stock levels and threshold times for the support warehouse and all local warehouses. The heuristic is evaluated in a simulation study, where it is shown to produce optimal or near-optimal solutions.

To investigate the value of incorporating pipeline information in the inventory control method, we present two numerical studies. The first study,
encompassing 4800 problem scenarios, focuses on the penalty (i.e., the relative cost increase) of ignoring pipeline information at a single local warehouse. The main results obtained from this study are that the penalty appears to be increasing in the emergency shipment cost and holding cost, and that it is generally difficult to predict the properties of the optimal (S,T) policy for a given scenario. The second study considers the multi-echelon model and features 70 representative articles from Volvo Parts’ inventory system in Spain. The study indicates that ignoring pipeline information can be quite costly, rendering an average penalty of 15% and a maximum penalty of 106%. Our study also indicates that using pipeline information in a simple way and always choosing the quickest replenishment option, can result in poor cost performance (penalties as high as 91% were recorded).

From the results obtained in this paper, we conclude that there is a large potential for increased cost efficiency by using pipeline information. Furthermore, the model is shown to be a viable decision support tool for determining how much to stock, where to allocate emergency supplies, and when to request an emergency shipment.
4. Contributions and future research

In this chapter we discuss the main contributions of each paper and provide an outlook on possible future research directions.

Paper I and Paper II compare the simple FCFS allocation rule to more advanced methods of allocation in a system with shipment consolidation. From a practical viewpoint, it is obviously easier to implement the FCFS policy than the MAs, MAd, HAs or HAd policy. It is also clear that allocation at the moment of delivery requires a very sophisticated information and distribution system, whereas allocation at the moment of shipment most likely could be applied to a broader range of systems. Thus, for advocates of the FCFS policy it is encouraging that this policy in many cases performs well compared to allocation at the moment of shipment. However, knowing that there are policies that perform better (such as MAd and HAd) might also serve as a motivation for developing more advanced information and distribution systems. From a theoretical viewpoint, our work holds importance because most of the exact analysis of continuous review multi-echelon distribution systems is based on the FCFS assumption. In many of these systems, allocation at the moment of delivery would not be feasible. Consequently, our work serves as a validation that the FCFS assumption often is reasonable.

We identify two main research directions that would be interesting to follow based on Paper I and Paper II. The first direction is to continue to generalize the policies considered. This could include more general demand processes (such as compound Poisson demand) and more general ordering policies (such as (R,Q) policies) at the retailers. The second direction more directly concerns the evaluation of the FCFS policy. In this work we compare FCFS allocation to feasible allocation policies. An alternative is to develop a lower bound for the expected total costs to offer insights on how FCFS might perform compared to the optimal policy. It would also be interesting to focus more closely on the determination of policy parameters. We apply the common approach of using the optimal FCFS parameters. Extending the limited study of simulation based parameter optimization in Paper I might give additional insights into the validity of this approach.

In Paper III we contribute to the stream of literature concerning exact analysis of two-level distribution systems. It is our hope that the technical contribution (i.e., the approach based on the nominal inventory position) will prove useful when analyzing other types of systems or problems. Furthermore, the
work in Paper III highlights the importance of choosing the right delivery policy at the central warehouse. Our numerical study exemplifies how the choice between partial or complete deliveries can have a major affect on system costs. For example, assuming a partial delivery policy when optimizing reorder points may lead to suboptimal solutions where too little stock is kept at the central warehouse.

One of the main strengths of the new MSD policy is that it will never perform worse than any of the simpler policies considered. Hence, it is an example of how real-time information can be used to achieve cost benefits. At the same time, our tests suggest that if one applies the best of the two simpler policies, the loss of efficiency compared to the MSD might not be that high. This may suggest that real-time information is not needed to reap some of the benefits from a more careful selection of delivery policy. However, a larger study is needed before such claims can be made.

Regarding further numerical tests and future research, there are a number of interesting ways to experiment with the delivery policies that we consider. Clearly, it is possible to apply and evaluate any of our delivery policies, regardless of how the reorder points in the system are determined. Thus, one could, for instance, develop a fast approximate method for determining the reorder points and then evaluate the benefits of applying the MSD policy given these reorder points. Another obvious future research direction would be to generalize our method to compound Poisson demand.

Paper IV analyses Volvo Parts Corporation’s inventory systems with the objective to achieve coordination and efficient control. The main contribution is a heuristic method for determining reorder points which is capable of handling large scale real-life systems. The results obtained from data provided by Volvo Parts illustrate that the model can bring large cost savings. Furthermore, the type of inventory system studied is not unique for Volvo Parts. It is, for instance, also utilized by some of their competitors. Hence, the generality of this work is quite high. In regards to more theoretical contributions, previous papers on similar system structures with emergency shipments or lateral transshipments often focus on base-stock replenishment policies. It is also common to assume exponentially distributed lead times. Although our model is approximate, we provide more general and realistic assumptions in some aspects of the modeling, such as batch ordering policies and constant replenishment lead times. Moreover, our numerical experiments highlight some of the pros and cons with different types of system structures and when it might be reasonable to use a support warehouse structure.

Future research could include enhancements of some of the approximations used. A better approximation for handling the cases with multiple orders outstanding could, for instance, improve the robustness of the model. Another
interesting challenge would be to make the model’s accuracy less sensitive to high customer demand variances, without compromising the computational tractability. Deriving a lower bound on the costs may also increase the validity of the approximations used. Moreover, from a structural perspective, including the inventory decisions at the central warehouse is a natural extension to Paper IV, although this is likely to require further approximations.

In Paper V we study the use of emergency shipments by developing a policy that utilizes real-time pipeline information. With examples from Volvo Parts we demonstrate the practical usefulness of the considered model for low demand items. However, we believe that the model could be of strategic value for high demand items as well. This is because the model can be used to identify suitable system structures and strategies for requesting emergency shipments. The main contribution to the current literature is that we show that the common policy of always requesting an emergency shipment when a stock-out occurs, can lead to poor cost performance. Furthermore, we highlight that using real-time information in simple ways, such as always choosing the quickest replenishment option, can also be far from optimal. The derivation of an exact method for evaluating the single-echelon system and using this as a building block for the multi-echelon system is, in our opinion, also a valuable technical contribution.

Future research directions based on Paper V could be to include the inventory decisions at the central warehouse, consider direct customer demand at the support warehouse and to include multiple support warehouses. These additions would make the system structure more general, but it would also make the analysis more complicated. It would also be interesting to see how the results on using real-time pipeline information carry over to batch ordering policies. This, however, would require a different method of analysis than the one used in Paper V.

In closing, the objective of the research presented in this thesis has been to develop mathematical models and policies for efficient control and increased understanding of stochastic multi-echelon inventory systems, with a focus on allocation decisions and the use of real-time information. In the five papers on which this thesis is based we have provided new methods of analysis, models and insights, relevant to both theory and practice. We have developed new policies that use real-time information such as: the MAs, MAd, HAs, HAd allocation policies, the MSD delivery policy, and the (S,T) ordering policy. Through several studies we have demonstrated that there is a large potential in using real-time inventory information, but we have also illustrated that the exact level of performance gains are largely context dependent. Thus, this thesis contributes to the existing literature and body of knowledge concerning allocation decisions, real-time information and efficient control of multi-echelon inventory systems.
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